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ABSTRACT  
   
Chinatown, Ars Poetica, and Draft explores the role of Asian culture on the poem. 
It is a study of the draft process in getting closer to this definition of "culture" within 
literature. 
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CHAPTER 1 
A POET'S FODDER 
 
My best friend and I were talking over an omelette and iced coffee brunch when 
she suddenly asked me, "Did I ever tell you how my parents met?"  
 I shook me head.  
 "Well, my mom had a long-term boyfriend at the time," she said. 
 "How long?"  
 "Five years."  
 "Man, that's long." 
 She continued, "They were living in Hong Kong, and one weekend my aunt went 
to visit her own boyfriend and dragged my mom with her. Not wanting my mom to be the 
third wheel, she stuck her with my dad, who happened to be my aunt's boyfriend's 
roommate." 
 "So what did your parents do all weekend?" Though I had met her parents 
multiple times, I was oddly expecting some tale of infidelity. 
 "My dad just showed my mom around his neighborhood," she answered.  
 "Then after the weekend?" I asked. 
 "A few days later, some family drama arose and on an impulse, my mom dumped 
her long-term boyfriend, called up my dad, and decided to run away to America with 
him. So in summary, my mom married my dad after only knowing him for one 
weekend," she told me. "My aunties had a fit and were of course skeptical of my dad 
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since they barely knew him." 
 "And what'd he say to that?" I asked. 
 "He told them that he vowed to take care of her [my mom] forever." 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
 I nearly cried. That was some lifetime promise, which brings me to my first point: 
 
 1. A poem is a promise. If it's not a promise for a lifetime, then it's a promise that 
at least spans a generation. Think of your audience as your poem's lover. You wouldn't 
promise your lover something you couldn't guarantee, would you? If the answer is no 
(which is the correct answer) then don't tell your reader something you don't really mean. 
That only leads to disappointment (and breakups). 
 After all, the impactful poets and writers hover over you in the same way that 
promises hover over people. These writers kept their promises, so you hear them in the 
train stations and parks and in the used bookstores and bubble teahouses. I remember 
walking down to the 7-Eleven in Roppongi, Japan and being reminded of James Joyce's 
Araby right after an old woman pushed me. It was a disappointment of youth to see the 
place I long admired to be briefly tainted by someone so rude. Fortunately, I didn't leave 
Roppongi with the jaded feeling the narrator of Araby left the bazaar with. 
 Onto another experience of youth: first love, which can probably be summarized 
with Alice Fulton's "Second Sight": "…After we kissed I wore my mouth like a neon 
bowtie for days…" It's that fresh sip that prompts you to show off your newly 
experienced tongue like a flamboyant accessory. It's the need to improve every sip that 
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makes unrequited love so painful, or as Robert Hass would say, "Longing, we say, 
because desire is full of endless distances." This leads me to: 
 
 2. A poem is a longing that takes us back to our youth. Think of the poem as a 
tease, a girl that flaunts herself, making us yearn for her, but that doesn't give in until she 
has captured our sincere interest. If the poem is a girl in a nightclub, she is not an easy 
target. You can't dance behind her. You have to attack her from the front (and don't think 
that some cheap trick like buying her a drink will improve your chances). Instead, try to 
understand her every line and follow her every rhythm, regardless of how sudden or 
syncopated her dancing becomes. Let her lead you in, but make sure she knows you can 
also take control. After all, you need to do your share of the interpretation. If you 
succeed, you'll get what you want on the last line. 
 It is in the last line that our thirsts are quenched. But this can only be fulfilled if 
we feel the invincibility of youth. It is when we are young and reckless and volatile and 
speak our minds that we can obtain what we want. Likewise, it is when we are young and 
reckless and sensitive that we can truly understand these yearnings. As Robert Hass 
writes, "There was a woman I made love to and I remembered how, holding her small 
shoulders in my hands sometimes, I felt a violent wonder at her presence like a thirst for 
salt, for my childhood river…" It is in childhood that we first encounter desire, whether it 
is an older professional or teacher whom we admire or the boy-next-door. Desire and 
longing trace back to youth regardless of how old you are. 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
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 So my best friend and I continued our conversation as dessert came. 
 "How great it is that your mother ran off with your father!" I said. 
 She looked at me like I was crazy, "You know that you and I would never do that 
if we were in the same situation, right?" 
 I shook my head, "You can't say that until you actually are. It's giving into desire 
that makes life good." 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 3. Challenge yourself to tell a love story in just a few lines. Someone once told 
me that you should write about everything else first, and then write about love. But if you 
follow that notion, you won't be able to write about love by the time you die. So why not 
write about love while you have it?  
 Get that blood rushing. Get that love-hate relationship on the page. You're 
probably waiting to release all that tension anyway. If you hate the person you love, 
you're in good company. In no. XXVII. of The Face, David St. John writes, "The voice, a 
woman's, says, 'You self-absorbed prick! & I swear every man in the place looks up, 
assuming in a heartbeat, & probably not without reason, that he's the one—& I include 
myself here—that this bullet is clearly meant for…As she raises her steak knife to her 
shoulder & buries it in the back of his left hand, flattened—now pinned—against the 
starched white linen tablecloth…He looks over at her, with what seems enormous 
tenderness, & it's easy to believe, in fact, that we've got it all wrong…As the lake of 
blood deliberately advances toward her…well, looking at the two of them looking at each 
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other, it's hard not to admit they must be in love. I mean, really really in love—."  
 If this is the love-hate passionate affair, think about the opposite of this: the first 
boy or girl who held your hand or the first person to rub your back in a way that made 
you tingle. 
 
 4. Think of your early poems as the collective first love you had to leave for 
your later, more ambitious poems. In poetry as in life, ambition is everything, so your 
first poems can't blame you for leaving them. But be sure you are a responsible ex-
partner in that you will visit every so often. In return, your early poems will give you 
inspiration. Despite this detachment, you'll always be attracted to each other, since 
nothing beats your first. 
 
 5. Once you've outgrown your first poems, get ready to experiment. I mean, 
what's sexier than a sestina that's been played with? Look at John Murillo's "Renegades 
of Funk" and how the last words of each line don't adhere to the rules. The cycling will 
tease you.  
 Next, crown your king (or queen) of sonnets and don't let them be lonely. Go back 
to your cultural roots if you're searching for a crown of sonnets idea. It gives your king 
(or queen) a land to rule. 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 I said it again, "It's giving into desire that makes life good."  
 I'm not sure if I convinced my best friend, but I ended up believing myself even 
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more. This leads to my culminating point: 
 6. Everyday conversations are a poet's fodder. So don't be afraid and give into 
the temptation of writing what you just talked about. After all, poetry itself is the never-
ending conversation of literature. A poem by one write can be the answer to a poem by 
another. Think about the two schools of poetry that trace back to the 19th century: 
Whitman and Dickinson. The protégé of each school is having a pleasant conversation 
with one another. However, when the two schools meet, they are probably in opposition, 
but are nonetheless still having a conversation, albeit an argument. 
 A teacher once told me that being a poet is wonderful because you don't have to 
pay for your supplies unlike a painter. Your supplies are right in front of you: your 
friends, your enemies, your acquaintances, your love interests, etc. Since your fodder is 
free, take as much of it as you'd like. 
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CHAPTER 2 
SYMPHONIC INFATUATION (1951) 
 
 
The Redford Houseboy: 
 
I.  "We're sitting front row? These are the best seats 
in the house!" But I get no response from 
her: Mrs. High Society spotted 
without her man, in the muddy mink fur 
I wrapped her in, like in the movies when 
the underdog sweeps the alpha girl off 
her feet, and she finally pecks his  
cheek. But, my life isn't cinema and 
she won't even purr in my ear, thanking 
me for being her houseboy…and her date. 
"I know I'm hard to please," she smirks, pushing 
my hand away and scoffing those mousy 
debutantes in the back. All I can do 
is twiddle my thumbs in social misplace. 
 
II.  An artist must have gently pushed his thumb 
into her fine piece of acrylic cheek, 
speaking love into her deep dimple—Oh! 
how I envy the man who molded her 
androgynous perfection: symphonic 
infatuation makes her deserve the 
Robert Redford side glance those socialites 
wait on the edge for—my pretty trinkets, 
only worth a wink, unlike my alpha, 
boyish in her charm, boyish in command, 
not replying my advances, and I  
won't stop my glances at her straight knife nose 
that's powdered to the extreme, showering 
her face, making it up—her boyish prowl. 
 
III.  "Fetch my bag," her boyish scowl arouses 
me to whisper, "Let me lick it all off 
just for you," motioning my mouth near the 
white powders she dusts on her yellow skin, 
unveiling her feminine whim within. 
"Does your face taste like dessert powder?" 
I moan, making her scowl groan. "Stop, Boy or 
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the conductor will hear." Resilient 
layers of alpha I hear! "It's not like 
he'll actually turn around," I retort, 
and how her muscles flesh out: arousal 
stuffed into tight black pumps, while her skin, 
the palette of pales grows whiter—I've trumped 
her into an odd kind of pale blushing. 
 
 
Mrs. High Society: 
 
IV.  "Blushy you is cute," he tells me. I need 
to deny my nerves are rushing up, so  
I fight my midnight arm candy taking  
control. "I can't be bought…or sold," I scold 
him during intermission. He feels a  
partition, "Don't be so uptight, I was 
only joking." "Oh you really mean that  
as a joke?" I walk out to the scent of  
stupid debutantes smoking. I hear them  
open their rouge mouths, giggling over the 
Italian programs: "Ooh, what's this word 
Janie? Pian. Piano-missio?"— 
"No, no, no. That's not how you pronounce it!"— 
"Let's walk back," my smug arm candy finds me. 
 
V.  "You smug little arm candy," I whisper  
in his ear, now back to the show, my show— 
"I'll be the one to whisper," I chant in  
his ear. "But what if the conductor hears?" 
"He's a friend, he'll understand," oh young boy, 
how little you know about the world, so 
"Stop pretending you're high class. Just settle  
for being my housetoy." "Houseboy," he says. 
"That's not a correction," I assert, and 
he resorts to flirt in some amateur  
yet charming way, putting his arm around 
my fur after saying, "You're good-looking 
too." "I'm impatient, housetoy, so take off 
my fur before I really turn ancient." 
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The Man Behind Them: 
 
VI.  "You don't know your salad from your dessert 
forks, nor your Chopins from your Mozarts, Boy," 
I tell him when the mistress takes a break, 
and how dumbfounded he looks: "How can you 
tell?" "The suit doesn't suit you and you think 
you can just charm your way in making  
her your personal Mrs. Robinson, 
and Mrs. High Society isn't 
a phase for young downtown boys like yourself." 
Again, the dumbfounded look, "Do you know 
her well?" to which I answer, "I once was 
her date before her husband came along." 
I give him a final tip: "Even if  
you take off her coat and clothes, she's not yours." 
 
 
The Ignorant Socialite: 
 
VII.  "Oh Janie, I want to make him mine—him 
in that suit that fits him so nicely." "And 
tightly," she adds, and we stare at that boy, 
that golden boy sitting next to the old  
woman—"Didn't she tell us we couldn't 
speak Latin?" Janie asks me, and I nod. 
That aging lady in that antique coat 
that's probably last season's color, but 
"Why does Golden Boy think she's a stunner?" 
"He's using her for money, obviously." 
"Janie, why…why can't I have him? I'm the 
beauty queen, that's what all the boys say," and 
I sigh—old women take my toys—I wish 
I could sit front row orchestra with him. 
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CHAPTER 3 
MAID CAFÉ 
 
"Oh, Master loves Haru's special tea! Hooray!" the girl bounced up and down in 
her French maid costume, her necklace of plush bears jumping with her while her size-A 
breasts went nowhere. "Aw, Haru is so happy she could blush." She rubbed her hands on 
her cheeks and squeed.  
 To say that the man was pleased would be an understatement. He smiled at her 
with a hungry look and refused to take his eyes off of her. He was sitting at a baby pink 
booth surrounded by a dollhouse and numerous teddy bear decorations. Every detail of 
the restaurant was cute, from the heart-shaped menus to the bunny salt-and-pepper 
shakers to the numerous signs and chalkboards. The restaurant also had a "nurse's office," 
"anime station," and stage.  
 "What an old sleaze," I thought. The man looked so out of place in what looked 
like a child's playground. But then again, you could call this an adult playground. More 
importantly, Haru looked like she could be his pre-teen daughter.  
 The man ordered another tea, along with an omelette and ice cream sundae. He 
probably ordered extra just to spend more time with Haru. What could I say? He was 
hungry and needed more doses of her cuteness, or kawaii, as the Japanese natives would 
say.  
 Haru came back with the order. 
 "And what would Master like to have drawn on his omelette today?" Haru's voice 
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became squeakier this time. 
 "A kitty cat!" the man answered. I could not believe this forty-something man's 
lack of shame. 
 "Haru's going to put some extra love into it today! Nyan, nyan, nyan."  
 
 "So that's a taste of what we do on a regular basis," said Chizuko, who would be 
my mentor until I settled in. 
 While Haru was baby-faced and stood at about 4'10'', Chizuko was tall and 
slender—elegant even. She had long, straight hair cut with a wispy swoop to her hangs. 
Her lips were small and delicate, fitting her fox-like face. Last but not least, she wore 
thin-rimmed glasses. The combination of all these physical characteristics plus her 
seniority made her head girl. 
 "The glasses give my 'character' the smart yet vulnerable look," she explained to 
me in the dressing room. "Plus, some men have glasses fetishes. Isn't it similar to 
America? The sexy librarian look?"  
 I nodded. I liked how unabashed she was at asking questions. I guess it was 
because we could be our true selves behind the scenes while we were "characters" in the 
cafe. Or maybe we were different "characters" behind the scenes. Or maybe both worlds 
even merged. Either way, Chizuko threw me off when she asked me that question. There 
was more to this elegant and diplomatic girl.  
 It was now time for my maid outfit fitting. 
 "I think it's a bit tight up here," I tugged at where the maid dress cinched my 
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chest. 
 "Oh…it's supposed to be that way," she answered, coming over to help me adjust 
it. She then adjusted her own bow, protruding her large chest out and smiled sweetly into 
the mirror. She was checking herself out. I mean, she was rather buxom for a Japanese 
girl, but such an obvious display really wasn't necessary, especially on my first day. 
"You'll get used to it…eventually. Just put on the rest of your costume while I go find 
something." 
 "I guess the competition's already started," I whispered to myself and rolled my 
eyes. 
 I looked over at the golden costume rack in front of me. Five other French maid 
outfits were neatly lined up in a row. All of them were smaller than mine. I guess there 
really was no point in asking for a different dress or even switching them. I noticed the 
hangers: a pattern of white and pink or baby blue stripes with polka-dotted ribbons 
adorned the sides. 
 The entire room was fit for an Asian princess with its soft baby-pink carpet, 
golden Victorian-style mirror, and numerous plush toys lining the magenta couch. All the 
stuffed animals had plain faces—typical Japanese, with two dots for eyes and a straight 
line for a mouth—with one exception—a smiling bear placed at the end of the couch. I 
looked into the full-length mirror, still trying to adjust my outfit. The bear just kept 
smiling. He was obviously laughing at me. 
 "Here you go," Chizuko snuck up from behind and placed something on my head. 
How mature, I thought. 
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 I now had black cat ears on. I moved the bangs from my face. 
 "Aww how cute!" Chizuko let out a jarringly high-pitched squee. Well, her squee 
still couldn't compare to Haru's.  
 Picking up on my general annoyance, she cleared her throat. "Now it's time to 
pick your 'character.' Do you have anything in mind?"  
 I shook my head.  
 To solve my problem, Chizuko came back with a diagram of "types."  
 "Wow, this place does have everything fetish-related," I laughed. "It even outlines 
all of men's fantasies." 
 "So Haru's already the Lolita doll. I'm the elegant meganekko (girl with glasses). 
Aimi's the ojou (or rich man's daughter). Misaki's the tomboy. Reiko's the dark 
princess…" She went through a few more names. "So that leaves you with a couple of 
options. The caring older woman?" 
 I shook my head. She laughed, "Not very fitting. How about the lost princess? 
Hmm…no, you don't really seem like the princess type." 
 "Wow, that's two blows already," I thought. "And I haven't even started working." 
 "What do you mean I'm not the princess type?" I asked as politely as possible. 
 "I mean you're still a bit inexperienced to pull off the lost princess persona," she 
answered, sensing my frustration with her. "But…actually, I think you can be our 
tsundere, or temperamental girl in denial of love. How does that sound? It's the ultimate 
stock character."  
 With my "type" set, I pulled up my white lace thigh highs and walked out of the 
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dressing room with Chizuko. 
 "Now let's go have some fun," she winked at me. I could already hear the 
excitement of the usually conservative businessmen. 
 
 It was the summer after my junior year of college. With no internship secured, I 
was looking to make as much pocket money as possible. Mom suggested that I leave the 
States and fly to Akihabara, Japan to help out Yori, an old family friend who owned a 
maid cafe. Maid cafes were known for their booming business. And, Akihabara was the 
hub of these cosplay (or "costume role-play") establishments. Young women would dress 
up as maids, emulating desirable female characters from anime. They would serve coffee, 
cake, and other kinds of food to tourists, couples, and especially lonely men in need of a 
real-life fantasy. No, "maids" could not return sexual favors to customers, but merely 
tease them by acting cute and stirring tea for them. 
 I remember the conversation I had with my mom a couple months back. 
 "Wow pleasing men and acting cute? Sounds like the easiest job in the world," I 
said. 
 "Plus, it's huge tips and you work on commission," she responded, then cleared 
her throat. "But, let's just tell your father you're going to Japan to get in touch with your 
native culture." 
 My parents were divorced, but I still talked to my dad regularly. Ever since their 
split, my mom opened up to me a lot more about her college years. She would tell me 
stories about how she always felt "high" in Shibuya or the experiences her roommate had 
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with compensated dating. Her stories tempted me, and upon arriving in Japan, I didn't 
know what to expect.   
 "Welcome home, Masters," I greeted two businessmen with a forced smile and 
stiff wave. 
 I was in between Chizuko and Haru. Chizuko did a curtsey—this was her 
signature "elegant" side. As she lifted her head, I noticed how her cheeks got rosier--this 
was her signature "shy" side. She had this uncanny ability to blush at the sight of any 
customers, and I mean any—this did not exclude the rare overweight Japanese man or the 
sleazy professional who just left his escorts. She could even maintain the same expression 
when a jealous girlfriend walked in with her tourist boyfriend. Haru, on the other hand, 
just continued bouncing. Between the two of them, I got a headache, but I had to put all 
these frustrations aside. If I couldn't fake a smile, I'd be out of a job. Besides, Haru and 
Chizuko were the highest earners and if I wanted the biggest paycheck, I'd have to show 
them up in some way…or maybe I'd meet a secret weapon. 
 
 "Minori, a gentleman requested you," Chizuko called for me. She gestured at this 
boy around my age in a bright yellow polo and bleached spiky, white hair. His chin was 
pointed and his face well groomed. "Your first customer. He's requested you 
specifically." 
 "This could be fun," I thought.  
 I smiled. 
 "Now aren't you cute?" he said. 
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 "Now aren't you forward?" I answered. I could feel Chizuko's glasses glaring at 
me. I shrugged her off. My character was supposed to be temperamental and in denial at 
the sight of attraction. I couldn't help that I had the advantage over her. "Here's your 
menu. Can I start you off with some coffee or tea?" 
 "How about you join me for some jasmine tea?" he responded.  
 
 I went to the kitchen to get the teapot. 
 
 "Jasmine tea!" yelled the kitchen staff. I reached for it, but Chizuko snatched it 
before me. 
 "Lucky you get to sit with your customer," Chizuko said in her fake sweet voice.  
 Haru was in on this antagonism too. "He's my usual customer!" she whined.  
 "That's because you always requested him! Not the other way around!" Misaki 
chimed in. I was glad someone was on my side. 
 It was my first day and there was already so much cattiness.  
 "Don't worry about those two," Misaki told me. "Haru's just jealous and Chizuko's 
upset because she's worried she won't be renewed next year." 
 "But she's so popular," I said. 
 "True, but she's also twenty-seven," she responded. "That's almost thirty. She's 
almost getting a little too old for this." 
 "But she's the boss' favorite," said Aimi. Amazing how everyone suddenly needed 
tea. 
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 "For a reason," said Misaki. "You do realize that if she's not renewed, she and 
Yori can finally go off together." 
 "What are you talking about?" now this I had to hear. 
 "I've seen Yori 'driving her home' several times in the past month," said Misaki. 
"And I could have sworn I saw them shopping together in Shibuya once." 
 "You can't forget that time in the dressing room," Reiko chimed in. "Yori was 
zipping up Chizuko's dress for her." 
 
 After all that gossip, I rejoined my customer. 
 
 "My name's Shinsuke, by the way," he said. 
 "Minori," I curtly answered without making any eye contact. He was amused. 
"Here, let me pour you some sugar." 
 "No, that's my job," I answered, my hand pulling his away from the sugar 
dispenser. "I'm surprised you're here all alone. Most people come here with friends or in 
large parties."   
 "I like to come here for lunch. I work at the arcade across the street," he said.  
 
 We looked over at Haru serving an omelette to a customer. She jovially took the 
ketchup bottle and drew a cat on it. She then rubbed her cheeks and chanted, "Now 
Haru's going to put extra, extra, extra love into this omelette for my favorite master!" The 
men at the table obnoxiously clapped. This repeated four more times. 
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 "Can I get an omelette too?" Shinsuke asked me. 
 I glared at him. This tsundere role was easy--less work and more tips. 
 "But I won't ask you to do that," he laughed. "I just want the food." 
 
 A half an hour of conversation quickly passed and Shinsuke returned to work as I 
greeted more customers. It was a typical day filled with tourists and more businessmen. 
 After work, I called my mom on the subway ride back to Roppongi. 
 
 "Hey Mom, is Yori seeing anyone?" I asked. 
 "No," she answered. "You interested?" She was always a jokester. 
 "No, just some rumor that he's seeing the head girl at the cafe. You know anything 
about that?"  
 "I wouldn't put it past him. Though he did fire a girl last year for dating a 
customer. He has strict rules against this sort of thing, so if he is seeing this head girl, 
he'll probably be very discreet." 
 I laughed. "Oh that Yori." 
 "Yeah, you should have seen him when I was in college," Mom told me. "Date 
after date after date." 
 
 I went home and unpacked my entire new maid "supplies": a handbook, costume 
calendar, and various other instruction manuals. Yori really was systematic. I looked 
through the weekly costume calendar. Monday was always traditional French maid, 
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Tuesday was pink maid, Wednesday was Sweet Lolita, and Thursday was "your choice of 
anime character," Friday was red maid, Saturday was nurse day, and Sunday was Gothic 
Lolita. The handbook was filled with acceptable makeup and hairstyles along with the 
bolded "No dating customers" and "No dating co-workers" section (If Misaki, Aimi, and 
Reiko were right, Yori probably decided that the rules didn't apply to him).  
 
 The next morning, Misaki and I were walking around Akihabara in our pink maid 
outfits complete with white fishnets and baby pink heels. As the newbies, we were stuck 
on flyer duty, promoting our cafe around Akihabara.  
 "Let's go, Minori!" Misaki laughed. "We can't just pass flyers to people at the 
arcade!" I couldn't help but keep looking in the arcade, hoping to spot my white-haired 
pretty boy. Hmm…maybe he didn't work so early in the morning. 
 It was amazing how Akihabara was so crowded even early in the morning. 
Around me, I felt a larger-than-life world of advertisements and electronics. I looked 
above and saw a bug-eyed anime "magical girl" advertisement.  
 "That's such a good show!" I saw a bunch of schoolboys pointing at the sign. 
 "Yeah! The lead girl is so dreamy!" 
 "But I personally like the Meiko, the dark princess more," one of them chimed in.  
 A younger one ran up to them gawking at the unreal girl's breasts. It was nice to 
see when men developed their fantasies.  
 I looked around the street and noticed this portly businessman sticking his tongue 
out at me. I tried to divert my eye, but when you know someone is continuously staring at 
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you every minute, every second, it's hard to think or ironically, look at anything else. I 
tried looking around for a familiar face to talk to. I didn't want to hand him a flyer, so I 
tried to rush to the group of schoolboys. Oh wait, not very appropriate. Luckily, there 
were couples around. But I could still feel his presence…  
 "Miss! Miss!" I could hear his panting. I ran faster, stopping into a newsstand.  
 Ugh, he followed me in. 
 "Miss! Miss!" I ignored him, pretending I was deaf and not wanting to run more 
in this game of cat and mouse. 
 My temper rose as he pathetically tried to hand me his business card.  
 "Go away!" I yelled. I felt enough safety in the newsstand to yell. "You're 
soliciting me!" 
 "Minori!" I heard a familiar voice. I turned around—it was Misaki. The disgusting 
man tried handing his card to her too. 
 "Excuse me, sir, you'll have to leave," the storeowner stood up. "You're soliciting 
these girls." 
 
 We walked back to the cafe and hour late to find Chizuko vainly inspecting her 
braided pigtails in the mirror. 
 "Oh how nice of you to join us," she glared. "Poor Haru's all alone out there 
playing the hippo game with customers." 
 "I'm sure she's more than happy," snorted Misaki. The dressing room and cafe 
really were two separate worlds. In the cafe we had to act like sweet sisters, but in the 
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dressing room, kitchen, and bathroom we acted like a more realistic version of sisters: 
always fighting and always acting jealously. 
 I looked at Chizuko as she sipped her lychee drink in front of the mirror. She held 
the straw in a girlish way and extra puckered her lips—all her little actions seemed to 
irritate me. The way she held the straw, the way she couldn't even eat the cherry in one 
bite, and of course that stupid high-pitched voice she used when she wanted to "surprise" 
me. For some reason, Haru's high-pitched voice wasn't as annoying simply because it 
suited her Lolita character more. 
 "Here, a bear purse just for you," she said. "I know how much you like ears. Plus, 
it makes you look even younger."  
 "As if I'm the one who looks old," I muttered. If only she knew how irritating her 
little actions were and if only she knew how close to Yori my family was. 
 I could easily argue that I looked like a twenty-one-year-old idiot wearing a little 
girl's purse. The straps were clearly too short and the glitter kept falling off. But, I 
restrained myself. Sure, Chizuko was a bit annoying, but she was still head girl—and 
more importantly, I had customers to entertain.  
 "Minori, a customer requested you," Misaki called out from the pool of giddy 
men and giggly teenage boys. 
 
 It was Shinsuke. 
 "I should have known," I said. 
 "Want to play that game?" he asked. 
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 "But do I really want to play with you?" I joked. 
 "Of course you do, because I won't let you win and you'll like that," he answered. 
 We played a game similar to Hungry Hungry Hippos. Chizuko had advised me to 
act clumsily and lose on purpose. But when I thought about the tsundere character more, I 
realized a tsundere would never do that.  
 
 "My special master has won again! Hooray! He is such a king!" Haru shouted and 
jumped up and down, again her size-A breasts going nowhere. "Haru loves games, 
especially when Master plays!"  
 Haru skipped back into the kitchen to grab her Master's order. 
 "Haru has a special beverage for Master. She is going to put extra love into it just 
for him," she recited in her baby voice. She then rubbed her cheeks in the same manner a 
toddler would and made a "magic gesture" at the cream soda glass. 
 I then looked over at Misaki who was energetically taking this eager tourist 
couple's order. They ordered the hamburger because it sounded familiar. Then, back to 
my game. I didn't want to let him win, but it was in my contract to make him happy. He 
made this easy for me by letting his hippo eat the last ball.  
 Shinsuke winked at me. "Get us some tea?" 
 
 I came back with the teapot, only to find Haru sitting in my chair. 
 "Haru misses Shinsuke," she whined as he looked at her apathetically. 
 "Well, Shinsuke never ever requested Haru," Misaki walked over just to chime in, 
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using a hilariously high-pitched voice. 
 I put the teapot down, subtly banging the table. "Haru, my customer," I said in a 
gentle voice. 
 "Can Haru play a game with Shinsuke and Minori? Haru only wants friends," she 
could not stop using her child's voice. 
 "No, because Haru is needed over there to spoon-feed her customer," I said and 
dismissed her. I was even bold enough to place my hand over Shinsuke's. I felt his fingers 
lacing into mine as Haru "hmphed" and walked away. Normally I wouldn't dare to touch 
a customer--even hold their hand, but I figured I could have it all: top commission by the 
end of the summer along with a potential love interest. 
 "I see kids just like Haru all the time in the arcade," said Shinsuke. He hadn't let 
his fingers go from mine. We laughed. 
 
 As I walked into the kitchen to pick up Shinsuke's katsudon, I ran into Chizuko. 
 "Minori, sweetie, don't get possessive over customers," she cheerily said. "Haru 
only wanted to help out." 
 "I know," I smiled sweetly back, grinding my teeth. "But Haru was the one who 
picked the fight. She should have stuck to her own customers." 
 Chizuko got silent. 
 
 Happy Hour was the busiest, with plenty of businessmen in need of relief after a 
long day's work. But there was a fair share of tourists, along with cute high school 
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couples looking for a late-afternoon snack. 
 "We'd like a turtle ice cream and waffle special," the blonde lady ordered. She 
spoke in entirely English, something I had missed since arriving in Japan. 
 "Miss, may we get a picture with you?" her husband asked. 
 "I'm sorry sir, but no pictures with maids allowed," I pointed at the pink sign. 
"Unless you use the photo booth." 
 I wanted to sneak them a picture, but the cafe had strict rules. I returned with the 
ice cream and waffle, taking the bottle of chocolate sauce and drew a simple face on the 
matcha ice cream "turtle." The wife clapped and I did a girlish curtsey, even giggling a 
bit. This job wasn't that hard after all—I just had to suck in some pride. I then drew a bear 
on the waffle, even throwing in some sprinkles much to their delight. It was amazing how 
the smallest details made the customers happy. This even extended to the bill—I made 
sure to draw bears all over just for a bigger tip. 
 "We'd like the photo booth picture, Miss," the blonde lady said after paying the 
bill. With this much commission, it was my lucky day.  
 
 After work, Misaki showed me around Akihabara. I noticed her denim short 
shorts and cropped tank top with suspenders—total tomboy, at least by Eastern standards, 
opposed to me in a short plaid skirt and black thigh high socks. Chizuko was spot on: at 
times our real-life personas amazingly matched our character personas.  
 "My cousin loves these pillows," she said. We were in the home section of an 
otaku/anime goods store. She gestured to these full-length pillows, each with an entire 
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anime girl's body plastered all over. While some featured girls in sailor suits and civilian 
clothes, others were more explicit with images of girls yawning and moaning and 
featuring them in bikinis and see-through pajamas. 
 "I know, kind of sick," she shrugged. "But hey, he's a teenage boy." 
 Next to us was this forty-something man going through the stack to find his 
favorite pink-haired girl in a lace bra. In his other hand was a stack of anime pin-up girl 
magazines.  
 Akihabara was an anime and electronics overflow. It was characters galore, even 
roaming the streets—girls wearing long green wigs and sailor suits with magic wands and 
boys with bleached hair wearing heavy armor, dressed as their favorite anime and manga 
characters. When the sun went down, we stopped by a host club, an establishment that 
was in some ways similar to a maid cafe. The major difference was the waiters were men 
dressed in ties and suits who would cater to women.  
 "Let's get a drink," said Misaki. "And with you here, I have a good excuse to go 
in."  
 I laughed. 
 "What?" she laughed too. "I need to show you around like a good tour guide." 
 We ordered a round of sake, brought to us by our first host: a "prince type" 
dressed in all white with pale skin and elegantly long hands covered with gloves. His 
eyes were violet, obviously contact lenses, showing how much effort appearances were in 
these establishments. I still remember straightening my hair and fixing my eyebrows as I 
was preparing to work as a maid. The outfit also seemed nearly as important as attitude; 
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without the outfit or a pretty face, you'd get no customers. 
 He poured our drinks and attempted to make conversation.  
 "This sake comes from this region…" he said melodically, as I zoned out his 
words and simply nodded.  
 Misaki seemed to take some interest though, asking him more questions about the 
alcohol, even talking about traditional art and literature. I got bored and asked for a 
second round. Our next host came out wearing a partially unbuttoned white shirt 
underneath a black blazer and skinny plaid tie, hair spiked to its fullest… 
 
 "Shinsuke!" I yelled surprisedly. 
 His eyes lit up. "Shhh," he was amused with my brashness. "No first names. I'm 
the 'little devil' type tonight. What would you like to drink?" 
 "Surpise us," I answered.  
  
 "That's your regular isn't it?" Misaki asked. 
 "Regular?" I said. "It's only been two days." 
 "Still, he's visited the cafe since he started working in the electronics store last 
summer. He's never requested a maid though," she said.  
 "Wait, what about Haru?" 
 "Haru requested him," she smiled. "She's a strange one. Her and Chizuko."  
 I nodded. "Chizuko scares me, so bossy." 
 "Oh don't worry about her," said Misaki. "She's only passively taking out her 
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anger because she can't get with the boss." 
 "Yori of all people!" I said.  
 "Haha. What's wrong with Yori?" 
 "Nothing, he's a family friend. Growing up, I referred to him as 'uncle' so hearing 
about him and Chizuko is a bit weird." 
 Shinsuke returned with milky purple drinks—Japan was full of wonders—even 
the alcohol was full of whimsy. 
 "Shinsuke," Misaki said. 
 "No first names," Shinsuke couldn't control his laughter.  
 "I thought you worked at the electronics store? You must lead a double life," said 
Misaki. 
 "Well, this is only part time," he said. "Can we play that game again tomorrow?"  
 I shook my head at his ridiculous request.  
 Shinsuke stayed with us the rest of the night, much to my relief. I found the 
"prince" a little humdrum in all his "perfection" whereas Shinsuke wasn't afraid to mess 
up drink names or simply people watch rather than talk about literature.  
 "Let's play a game," he said. By now, Misaki had left. 
 "Okay." 
 "I'll pick out someone from this place and you'll make up stuff about that person," 
he said like he was waiting the entire night to play this game. 
 "Okay. I'll make up someone's life story for you."  
 He looked around and picked out a skeleton-slim forty-year-old woman with her 
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hair tied in a bun and bright red lipstick. 
 "That's Sally." 
 "We're using American names now?"  
 "Yes, I decided," I said. "She lives with her mom in Shinjuku." 
 "Why?" 
 "Oh, she couldn't get married. But, she keeps eying that 'prince,' hoping he's 
single." 
 "He is." 
 "Good to know." 
 "What's her fetish?" 
 "Overweight guys in kimonos stuffing their faces with soba." 
 
 The game went on until Shinsuke's shift was over. He jumped up on the couch, 
"Let's go to Shibuya!" 
 As we walked to the station, I thought I saw Haru and Chizuko through the glass 
window of an ice cream shop. My suspicions were affirmed when Haru childishly 
pointed to the glass and shouted "Look!" as if Chizuko were her master. The two of them 
gestured for me to come in. In Shinsuke's eyes, it may have seemed like a friendly 
gesture--"oh, stop in for a quick hello" type thing, but I knew what it meant. 
 "Excuse me," I said. 
 I walked in. 
 "Minori!" they shouted in their fake friendly voices. 
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 "What's up?" 
 Haru leaned in, "Are you on a date with Shinsuke." 
 "I would like to be," I answered. Denying wouldn't help, but going around the 
question could. 
 "C'mon, for real," Chizuko said. 
 "Let's put it this way," I got up. "You don't tell everyone at work about Shinsuke 
and I won't tell them about Yori." 
 Chizuko's face turned bright red. Surprisingly, she didn't push the topic further. 
"It's a deal." 
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CHAPTER 4 
MY 4:00 A.M. IMAGE STOCK 
 
I once sat in a Korean restaurant and could not stop staring at this girl who was 
wearing gigantic black earmuffs. Those black fuzzy snowballs intrigued me. It was like 
someone took two perfectly rounded balls of snow, programmed them not to melt, and 
dyed them black. They weren't ugly or tainted, but they certainly didn't fit the pretty 
"Snow Queen" look girls often imitate during the winter. I continued to stare even as 
dishes clattered, even after I put too much hot sauce in my lunch, and even as I 
reluctantly walked to the parking lot. I kept asking myself: why can girls get away with 
wearing such ridiculous items? How do you find the "pretty" in the "ugly?" 
 I think about these things a lot, usually when I'm writing at 4:00 in the morning, 
sitting upright with a pillow on my bed—stomach growling, wearing my pink robe, 
looking out at the apartment across the street that looked so welcoming and beautiful the 
day I moved in but no longer is. At this weird hour I'm also scanning the internet for 
images—Edward Hopper, film noir, 1960s depictions of the future, Alice in Wonderland, 
Japanese claw machines, etc. I turn on the fan and imagine myself in Tokyo, buying 
underwear from a vending machine, eating at a maid cafe, or just loitering around with 
ganguro girls—how I love poems of place. Ah, those ganguro girls. I like boys, but 
frankly, women are more inspiring to write about. Women look good ugly. They look 
good all messed up. No one wants to look pretty all the time. Tease her. Bleach her hair 
and tan her skin until she looks like a wild animal. Paint her lips a weird color. Make her 
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say something so outrageously critical or vulgar that she disrupts an entire teahouse. Then 
see if she can still get the guy.  
 That's the wonder I wanted to evoke in "Teahouse Ganguro." Ganguro girls make 
for great imagery because they're the youth of today. They live in the moment. As a poet, 
I've always found it important to capture those fleeting moments of life, those images that 
you're not likely to see again anytime soon. To me, imagery guides poetry. I used to think 
that once I captured these images and wrote a poem based on them, I had to stuff the 
inspired poem in a safe and lock it, never to change its form. I used to believe I could 
never revisit the poem again for fear of changing the original image, the original thought. 
"The original is so beautiful, why would I tamper with it?" I would ask myself this 
repeatedly. 
 Nonetheless, capturing a fleeting moment is important especially when it relates 
to actions like eating. When I wrote "Sesame Ice Cream," I thought about my love for the 
ugly. After all, I love things that have an ugly color because these things look overcooked 
or overdone. A poem itself is overdone and over-the-top but shouldn't look the part. It's 
important to find the beauty in the ugly and capture that taste. After all, an idea is fleeting 
and must be written down automatically unless you want that pinnacle of feeling to be 
forgotten. But it's okay to play around with form. No form needs to be confined. Poetic 
forms need playtime too. Every bite of food, every single lick of an ice cream cone is 
different; no emotion, even when you eat, is confined. "Studio Confinement" is not 
healthy. Let your poems play and switch “form partners.” Things must change, but as 
long as you have style, you'll never lose anything. 
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 As a writer, it's perfectly fine to create an apocalypse every night, tearing down 
what you rebuilt the night before. It's similar to how some couples are "on-again, off-
again." While I was brainstorming "Chinatown from the Movies," I thought about how 
everyone needs a "favorite couple who never was" growing up. These couples really are 
the unresolved "tension and release," those dangerous twosomes who can do anything, 
like destroy the world in two minutes, and then go back to hating each other a couple 
seconds later. So, you should love those original images and original poems one minute, 
then shatter them the next. As a poet, you have to be ready to cheat on your first poem, 
because there's always something better out there. 
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CHAPTER 5 
POEMS 
Teahouse Ganguro*  
 
The teahouse shattered when I saw her lips— 
those white lips of sin, two pure doves akin, 
tainted like the ganguro's orange skin, 
in their sensual tea bath, pining for drips— 
my eyes stayed on her tongue in between sips. 
She kissed the cup's rim like passionate sin, 
her mouth with its brazen speech from within— 
I wanted her as kin despite Mom's quips. 
 
"Her lips are filthy and your skin is fair; 
a girl like that should not be welcome here." 
Yet, her back was straight as I spilled her tea. 
My yukata**; her neon shirt, bleached hair 
were not born kin, but I needed her near, 
so I prayed she would not go far from me. 
 
 
*Ganguro refers to the Japanese youth subculture of girls with tanned orange skin, bleached hair, and white 
makeup on the lips and areas around the eyes.  Ganguro girls frequent the Harajuku and Shibuya districts of 
Tokyo, Japan.  They view their makeup, fashion, and overall lifestyle as a way to rebel against the strict 
traditions of Japanese society. 
**A yukata is a Japanese summer kimono. 
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Sesame ice cream 
 
makes grey taste good— 
made from black sesame, 
not to be confused with  
the stuff on top of hamburgers. 
 
It tastes like someone  
corrupted vanilla in a pan, 
searing it, then adding more sugar, 
leaving this grey pacific masterpiece. 
 
Who said ice cream had to 
look pure  
to be delicious? 
Ah, sesame ice cream—you make grey taste good. 
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Studio Confinement—An Ars Poetica 
 
I need you to stop confining me to this cage of a home, 
this barren studio only fit for one— 
your mind goes nowhere at night, 
since all the walls are white. No wonder you cling to me so hard—no posters, no pictures, 
no single risqué magazine in sight to amuse you. I am your Trinket, 
since you don't want a fifty cent toy from the grocery store machine...where is the 
imagery? 
 
Where are the two Washingtons? You know, those Washingtons that buy you imagery 
cheaper than laundry for what you call a home. Your home— 
that studio unsuitable for housing Trinkets 
like me, because you keep playing the same indie tune—just because no one 
has heard of it doesn't mean it's good. Well, at least the close-up 
of the bass player's shave disgusts me. Add that to your inspiration board. It'll make my 
night. 
 
Engulfing the bassist's face, those dots of ordinary life are not small enough to ignore—
nights 
when you write at 4 A.M.—sci-fi babes, mecha pilots, espers, that imagery 
from rebuilding your house after the apocalypse comes twice, zooming in 
on the fleeting dots you see, blinking your eyes, yet sitting at home, 
grasping those moments meant to be lost. Grab one 
by one, let the ink run, for I cannot be your muse forever...Trinket's 
 
wink architects this space, this space that must be replaced once a new Trinket 
comes to make your nighttime 
brainstorming worthwhile, titillating your senses, becoming one 
with you during the tension and release, when those images 
pervade this glass hexagon house. Will you hold on to this home 
of tomorrow? This home. You need it since I hate the tension and release when no 
drawings 
 
are on the wall, no sketches 
contouring our bodies, blue lines, red pencil of you and me, Poet and Trinket. 
So shallow it's like masturbation. You can ride that rocking horse and put it in your 
home, 
but if your mind goes nowhere at night, 
you'll lose even the simplest rhythm, simplest harmony of images 
that guide your title to the tragic ending one 
 
craves to get that ecstasy out of one 
poem pieced from the ruins of the end of the world. Illuminating 
your house—mod glass windows, images 
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of your former Trinket, 
the feeling you get at a nightclub 
when the music's really loud and your tipsy head dances its way home. 
 
Those blurry images of long legs, sneakerheads, blue drinks—they guide you in a way no 
one 
can as you mess up your trim studio and frame some film stills, 
alluring a new Trinket. She'll let you wreck your house into a post-apocalyptic dream 
tonight. 
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Shibuya* Land 
 
I. Ecstasy—this strange robbery of me 
by a bubble dress princess of baby 
blue tulle makes me fill up on strawberry 
drugstore scent. Ah, that sugar water smell 
of this Japanese belle seduces my 
nose as we fall down the bunny hole—down, 
plunging into the crowded crossroads of 
this pixelated town. A golden dog 
greets me—so kawaii, with his mochi** 
that screams, "eat me, eat me." Oh Hachikō,*** 
this sweetness in your dessert snowballs makes 
me want to crawl into the crowds that wear 
their clothes on loud—sailor scouts, cute cosplay,**** 
coming out to play with me in this sea. 
 
II. Ah, the slush green tea that the twins feed me 
makes playtime fun as I jump in this sea 
of white, green, and pink lips. Squirming my hips 
as the twins swing that rainbow rope, slush drips 
down my throat. The blue-haired one raises it 
higher, while the fiery-haired one catches 
my gaze—his fingers wrapped in mine create 
a maze. Oh, him with his spiky hair so 
tricky in his manner—I lose him in 
the crowd--white faced made-up men and girls with 
bleached hair who want to be tanner. Trickster 
boy. I spin myself out, off to find the 
toys! But, this mad clown grabs me from my spin— 
to his costume store we go—me and him. 
 
III. His man perfume of musk pours in my nose, 
holding his scented hand—off to try on  
clothes—Lolita black, Lolita blue, which 
shall I choose? Alice wins against the maid— 
I join Mad Boy and his eccentric friend 
with bedhead hair—their endless stream of tea 
makes me stare—"Oooohhhhh," they pour that endless stream— 
"feed me, feed me." That wonderful jasmine 
tea, too sweet for my porcelain cup, but 
delectable for me to down—"Clown, let's  
head back into town." I hear a trendy 
musical sound. My world is ads—for phones, 
host clubs, a cute kitty—girls squee—it's me 
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and Mad Clown, hitting up yen stores in town. 
IV. I drown in the fountains of plush and dolls— 
piggies and cows. Mad Clown tries to win for 
me, grabbing that claw, like the jaw of the 
machine. Bear-decorated toilet stalls, 
doe-eyed girls on walls, high-tech shopping malls— 
golden poles and fountains of plush lure me, 
and I find the queen of this town. She grabs 
my mad clown's hand and his never-ending  
stream of tea away from me, stumbling in 
pools of silk. Princess comes to pull Mad Boy 
away from her—my bow-haired savior, 
this magical girl of pink. Mad Clown gives 
her a drink from his stream of jasmine tea— 
"Save me!" "Save me!" the stylish queen screams out. 
 
V.  Out, out, come her carded servants of black  
and red. "Bedhead, Bedhead," Mad Boy calls for 
his friend. My bubble princess pushes the 
plum button near her breasts—she's a super  
girl fighting these pests, like dominos she 
lets the cards run out of luck and they duck 
away in shame—ah, how I adore this 
kawaii dame. I finish them off with 
Bedhead's poisonous tea—"Drink me, drink me." 
The kingdom gates open and even the  
plush turns golden, and the paths light up bright 
green and orange, pouring in color. Off 
my friends and I go to a hip ice cream 
parlor—purple cats and maids here galore. 
 
VI. Like a child in a candystore, I gawk 
at a purple cat. Cheshire—her striped thigh- 
highs, part of this guise. That cute grin that rings 
and rings, as she sings, giving me mauve ice 
cream—whipped cream, cherries, sprinkles, but most of  
all, sums to play as she riddles me and 
Mad Clown into a game. Oh, this cunning  
cat traps us in a maze and hides the stream 
of tea—"find me, find me,"—voices galore, 
trapped in alternate, we hear a doorbell  
snore and flowers talk, oysters flock into the 
stores. But we can smell the pours of jasmine— 
I reach in, deep in my pocket I find 
Princess' button. Oh, that rotten cat 
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VII. has lost as I press Princess' button— 
this reality now releases and  
tightens, until the old squirms back in and 
Mad Boy and I win. I smell Princess' 
soft strawberry drugstore scent as I kiss 
that button she sent to save them all, very 
tall, very tall, the poles grow back in all. 
The berry smell of Princess' embrace 
as I face the last few minutes in this 
place—I bid farewell to my mad boy's stream 
of tea—"miss me, miss me," he chants as I 
dance back into the crowd with bubble dame, 
out of this game, back up the bunny hole— 
I wish to hold this ecstasy again. 
 
 
* Shibuya is a ward and fashion district in Tokyo. 
**Mochi is a glutinous Japanese rice cake dessert. It comes in flavors such as green tea, sesame, 
strawberry, mango, peanut, etc. 
*** Hachikō is the legendary Akita dog whose statue guards the entrance of Shibuya. 
****Cosplay is Japanese costume role-play of anime and other characters. 
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A series of poems about Dim Sum 
 
Prologue 
 
The biscuits and gravy dripped in shame—it 
was not their western reign. Uninvited, 
the eggs scrambled away, cracking midway, 
scrambled...scrambled in their state, the chicken 
feet crawling, clawing at them, clawing their 
hardened, boiled, delicate cousins. Bawk. 
Bawk, bawk. The egg rolls gawk at the sizzling 
bacon sisters, hot in their grease, skinny  
strips—no veggies—yes, please—this forbidden lust— 
just before the hearty grains leave for good. 
 
Beef Noodles vs. Seafood Chow Mein 
 
It was stir fried noodles with beef vs. 
seafood chow mein in this battle of dim 
sum terrain. Oh, that round table of food 
would make the loser brood. Filling beef and 
peppers or creamed up crispy noodles, burnt 
slightly on the edges—that bipolar  
vibe—looking like curly hair fried itself, 
cut off from a girl's head, separated,  
wrapped up in that bundle of creamed up, 
fried up, seafood-accessorized food mess. 
 
Egg Rolls 
 
Nearly not admitted, they sit lonely  
at the dim sum table, dreaming of those  
bacon girls who called them "exotic," sigh— 
the carrots, the agreeable shell, those 
nights riding the Panda Express, showing   
up at fusion buffets, always as the  
"safety" dates. Cracking in the shell, the bean 
sprouts want out, knowing they can do better 
than carrots used as garnishes. The egg 
roll's wet crunchy bits leave the safety food. 
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Beef Tripe 
 
Basking in the pool of beef sauce, the tripe 
Adonises its spongy honeycomb 
reflection, such vanity—strange pity 
for its turnip neighbors. Those plain neighbors 
are just supporting cast in this sea of  
tripe. Baby waffles are the pieces of  
tripe—baby waffles soaked and pampered in 
their still bath of beef broth—no bubbles here, 
just beefy water. Those homely neighbors 
invited only out of courtesy. 
 
Coconut Jello 
 
Oh coconut jello, ever so pure 
and virginal in white. Not a purer 
mid-dessert exists. I need to protect 
you against those sinful sauces that want 
to mix with you, tainting your white, trying 
to make your white red, making you lose your 
youthfully subtle and sweet coconut 
flavor. Stay away from the vain beef tripe 
and his brown tub parties. Keep your cubey 
shape and let no one cut your cute corners. 
 
Egg Tarts 
 
The sassy cool big sis friend to timid 
coconut jello, she's got a big heart 
of yellow and a flaky outer shell 
that sticks to the roof of your mouth—dryness 
on a house ceiling, feeling like drying 
white paint on that ceiling that the child 
wants to so desperately scratch; ah that poor 
child—if only he could reach so high, 
but he must settle for the tub of 
bouncy squishy sun yellow trampoline. 
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Sticky Rice 
 
This seductive rice wraps herself in that 
forest green garment—she's such a mature 
lady in dark vert, a femme fatale in 
her green kimono wrap, coyly playing 
hide and seek, burying her face and hair, 
secretly wanting them to stare—such a  
lady of sophistication, skilled in 
the art of tea and poetry, she sings 
alone in that exotic wrap, wishing 
she would throw out her sophistication. 
 
Fried Shrimp in Tofu 
 
They're the odd couple, maybe even the  
beta to Tripe and himself. Plump shrimp and 
Attack of the Giant Woman Tofu. 
Portly shrimp ball loves his bold women as  
action girls, callous and fried, the staple 
of Asian cuisine. Her arms, giant and 
wide, holding her man, protecting him from 
the dangers of the outside world. She looks 
mellow, but her position alone at 
the table makes her a big deadly threat. 
 
Chicken Feet 
 
Wild card. These crazy feet run wild and loose 
with no heads to turn to—the court jesters 
of the dim sum table, harassing the  
egg rolls and the bacon girls who still want 
to get in. These chicken feet—dangerous 
personalities--extravagant in 
their spending of sweet maroon sauce, covering 
their heels and toes. Ah, that maroon sauce so 
succulent to lick off of these jokers 
feet and those peppers of spice. Run away. 
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Chop : Sticking 
 
 
Your chop sticking: that click, clack, clacking of 
your quick little bamboo fellows : faai3 zi2 
 
pounding their bellows on the dinner table— 
Aunties, it makes your potato-faced niece frown 
 
when you push down those utensils, 
creating the horses' stampede of sound. 
 
So stop clicking and clacking during this yum cha, 
and pointing and signaling, 
 
pointing to the vegetables, calling them "veggit," 
pointing to the cha siu bao with your mouths full; 
 
again letting the horse hooves 
touch the so-called pavement of cloth. 
 
Some are loud, only one soft— 
the oldest of you tries to be demure, 
 
thinking no one will notice, 
while your niece's mother takes from the communal dishes, 
 
forgetting to clean those little fellows with her mouth, 
penciling a green speck of spinach 
 
onto the duck 
she puts on her daughter's plate: 
 
Potato Face now refuses to eat, 
burning her mouth from the Mei Gui Hua Cha 
 
each time until she's old enough to tongue 
the drips in between sips 
 
as her aunties slip into gray and heavy foundation, 
still click, clack, clacking their little fellows, 
 
but Potato Face refuses to bellow on the table, 
leveling her little fellows out without picking them up, 
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and mouth-cleaning them 
so no duck is tainted. 
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Never-Ending Sequences 
 
He said, "I want you to write about me, 
so I won't need a picture for proof" as his lips drenched 
my breasts, unleashing his tongue that quenched 
on my ripe nipples, now lightly stung by the stubbly shadows of his face, 
 
as he wondered, "Isn't it strange to have breasts?" 
and he kept drenching them, then 
teasing me with gentle bites 
(if bites can even be gentle), feasting on the feeling of 
 
"I feel soft, silky skin" amidst the  
"That tickles" in the massages of my back, 
and I sat on his back, massaging him— 
kissing the creases of skin, scooping upwards 
 
until the turn of bodies, letting my mouth 
drench into his, and letting our tongues knot 
into a never-ending sequence that didn't need  
a picture for proof. 
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Pendulum 
 
Hey Oscar Wilde, 
you once said you liked older women 
with younger boys, 
but did you ever consider 
the pendulum that swings in my body? 
Most women have clocks— 
I have a pendulum 
that swings me backward  
to a twenty-nine-year-old's cup of chamomile 
as he runs the shower water; 
I have a pendulum 
that swings me forward 
to a twenty-year-old's bubble tea straw 
as he nervously makes the boba stop 
and wonders what to say next. 
Oh Oscar Wilde, I can't find a boy my age. 
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